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PART 7

The Sporting Scene
Push to see woodchopping included in 2018 Commonwealth Games
schedule as an exhibition sport to represent Gold Coast’s history
AUSTRALIA prides itself
on being a nation of
sports-mad people. There
are hundreds of popular
sports that are played on a
weekly basis. Most of the
common ones you will
most probably recognise
like, Aussie rules, cricket,
footy, tennis, basketball
and netball. Many of these
sporting events are televised and covered by the
media. Aside from these
sports there are some
rather unusual ones that
exist too.

In the spotlight
WOODCHOPPING
ONE of the few sports that
has evolved from daily work
or an occupation is woodchopping.
The driving force behind
the emergence of this sport
was mankind’s desire to
beat his mates.
During the early days of
Australian colonial settlement the skill of chopping
wood became essential in
the clearing of land and
construction of dwellings.
It is therefore a sport with
a direct connection to the
bush spirit of Australia.
The first official woodchopping competition took

THE
UNUSUAL

HOW TO CHOP

FUN FACTS

● Axes could fly at the 2018 Commonwealth Games with a
push to get woodchopping on the Games schedule. Gold
Coast Mayor Tom Tate has sent Commonwealth Games
Minister Jann Stuckey a letter requesting woodchopping be
added to the 2018 event’s schedule as an exhibition sport to
represent the city’s history.
● The World’s first woodchopping championship was held
in 1891 at Latrobe, Tasmania.
● The Dunlop Volley is still the footwear of choice for most
Australian axemen.
● Australia is home to some of the best axemen in the
world.
place in 1870 in the Tasmanian town of Ulverstone
between a local and a Victorian visitor to see who could
fell a tree the fastest.
Noted for its family links,

woodchopping became a
popular feature at regional
and royal shows, continuing
to grow with national as well
as international competitions
part of each year’s calendar.

Sporty snapshot In this photo add a headline and
caption to what you think best describes the action.
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MANY wood chopping
events are handicap events,
where the axemen start at
different times, depending
on the skill of the competitors and how fast they are
expected to chop through
the log.
Championship events are
scratch events with no handicap. They include:
● Underhand where the log
is horizontal, and the axeman stands on it, swinging
the axe between his feet. The
log sits in a cradle and the
axemen cut footholds in the
blocks to give them a safe
flat platform to stand on.
● Standing block where the
axeman stands and swings
at a log clamped vertically
and level with the shoulders.
● Treefelling where the
axeman climbs a tree pole by
cutting notches in its side
and jamming a board into it.
The axeman repeats the
process using three boards.
Once up on the top board,
about 3.1m high, the axeman
proceeds to cut the block on
the top of the pole.
● Cross-cut sawing takes
two forms: single-handed
(one man and double handed
(two men) where competitors use the long saw.

ARM WRESTLING
THE sport of two people facing each
other, grasping hands and attempting
to force each other’s arm down has
been around for hundreds of years.
Arm wrestling has been a
recognised sport since the 1950s with
world-wide competitions evolving
during the 70s and 80s. Today there
are world championships that feature
more than 1000 competitors from 85
countries competing.
Most people see arm wrestling as a
battle of strength, but technique is
also critical to become a champion
arm wrestler. In competitive arm
wrestling, the sport is performed with
both competitors standing up with
their arms placed on a “tournament
arm wrestling table”.
Events are divided into weight
classes as well as left and
right-handed divisions for both men
and women. Strict rules such as fouls
given to penalties such as the
competitor’s elbow leaving a matted
area where the elbow is to remain at
all times, a false start or trying to
escape a possible arm pin by
breaking the grip with the opponent
may result in a loss at the table.
The 1987 movie “Over the Top” with
Sylvester Stallone featured the sport.

DID YOU KNOW?
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The 2013 Armwrestling Nationals
will be held in Sydney on Saturday,
November 16.
The youngest Olympic gold
medallist from Australia is Sandra
Morgan. She was 14 years and six
months old when she bagged the
gold medal for 4x100m freestyle relay
in the 1956 Melbourne Olympics.
The oldest Olympic gold medallist
is Bill Northam. He was 59 years and
26 days old when he won the gold
medal for yachting in the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics.
The Australian swimming team’s
nickname is the Dolphins.
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Tip on playing sport

WOODCHOP: Mark Russell
from Mt Perry competing in
the 1.25m Standing Block
Woodchopping Championship
at the Bundaberg Show.
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IF INJURED when playing sport
ensure the injury is evaluated and
treated immediately. The Rest Ice
Compression Elevate Diagnosis
method of injury treatment can
relieve pain, limit swelling and
protect the injured tissue, all of
which help to speed healing.

